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Are you trying to buy the book pictured? I was. Twice. And twice I received supplements for this

book from independent sellers (from 2000 and 2004). But, you say, it's easy to mistake a

supplement for the primary text. To which I would respond: not when the covers are different colors

and the cover of the supplement says "2004 Cumulative Supplement..." and the books indicate on

their publishing page that they have a distinct ISBN from the "Main Volume" -079134101-1.

Obviously, there's some issue with how it's being listed here - but, as a message to all Sellers of this

title: If the book you're trying to sell has a light blue cover, and says that it's a supplement with a

date before 2014, recycle it. Otherwise, please title it appropriately.However, if you are a law

student and desperately need this book for your Corporate Income Tax class, do not fear. You

probably have access to Westlaw. If so, follow: "secondary sources>texts and

treatises>tax>corporate." Voila. This is NOT the Student Edition, so if your Prof. uses the questions

or whatnot - you're on your own - but the content is all there. PS: the book itself is a fantastic

resource and worth the purchase even without the supplements, so don't be discouraged from

buying it because you're afraid it'll never get opened after the exam.



It's more a supplement. I expected a real book.

purchased for a tax course. book is useless if you havn't been an accountant for the last 20 years -

you are better off searching the Cornell law website for the real information. guaranteed 10 times

faster than looking codes up through a paid web database. this book has its pros': heavy, loose

pages, large, cumbersome, doesn't include the revision, I could go on and on.the authors of the

book need to clarify the revisions as separate isbn's which professors should reference in their

syllabus. of course there is some cavorting between professors and the publisher to sell students

the completely unnecessary large edition. most of the information can be searched online faster

than looking it up . Disappointed as i scrape my way through this semester or corporations feeling

lost, alone, and in the dark. Held hostage from all the riveting information which should have been

included with my new/used book purchase.print a new edition / get a new isbnprint supplements /

get a new isbnI've had this course 2 days now and i'm already fed up with this book and its

uselessness.

I got this book for a class and found it to be well written and clear. I was pleasantly surprised to find

that the prior year updates had been incorporated into the book.

Thank you

Thanks! Book is in very good shape and arrived quickly. . . . . . . . . . .

I bought this for a tax class i was taking and it did not come with only supplement. Basically this

book was written in 2000 and a supplement that updated the book every year was also written.

Supplements are pretty much impossible to find so if u need this for a class just buy it new or make

sure it comes with at least a 2010 or better supplement or you pretty much have a useless book with

a ton of outdated information.

Condition described as "good", but the cover was distinctly worn ripped at the corners. Many pages

dog-earred or turned down. Would hav been better described as "acceptable".
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